Escape Rooms
The reclusive billionaire Oliver Bancroft has long been a
connoisseur and collector. He was also a notorious
prankster. Prior to his recent death, he was in the process
of establishing a museum of his collections ranging from
historical artifacts to works of art. An inspector now says
the museum is a fake. The inspector believes the
"artifacts" are cheap replicas. In his will, Oliver revealed
that the museum is really like a gift for his grandchildren.
Hidden inside each exhibit piece is a rare and incredibly
valuable coin. Solve the puzzles and riddles, win the
prize. As Oliver didn't think highly of his grandchildren, he
added a twist. To make it a little more "fun" he has
prepared a solution wash which will devalue the rare
coins if the exhibit is destroyed, smashed or broken. The
only way to receive the prize is to solve the puzzle in the
way Oliver intended. Oliver's grandchildren have hired
your team to look at these museum exhibits. Can you
solve the puzzles and win the prize? The grandchildren
of Oliver Bancroft have offered you a sizable reward for
each coin you can secure.

6 Challenging Rooms
Egyptian Room: Find a coin hidden deep within the treasures of
Egypt to complete the room.
Incan Calendar: The Pre-Columbian people of Mesoamerica
kept track of time with calendars which had ritual and religious
meaning. Mr. Brancoft replicated many of their 16 th century
artifacts to make finding the rare coin in this room a challenge.
Medieval Room: A dark candlelit room full of books and poems
that must be deciphered and sorted to unlock the museum
pedestal that contains the rare coin.
Greek Room: An extremely challenging room combining
ancient Greek artifacts along with modern technology for an
Augmented Reality experience.
Asian Room: Working in Mr. Brancoft’s office where his personal
and business papers are stored, teams must determine how to
open the crate containing the fake treasure and valuable coin.
Modern Art: Teams enter a room filled with modern art and artist
information and work through clues to open the three locks
hiding the rare coin

